How LGBT Nonprofits And Their Billionaire Patrons Are Reshaping The World
Transgender ideology is being pushed on us by corporate interests through their
philanthropic arms.
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In an August 2018 New Yorker article, Elizabeth Kolbert asks, “Are today’s donor classes
solving problems or creating new ones?” Kolbert describes a form of charity that aims to
not just help people but to improve them. This “improvement” aligns with the giver’s
particular vision of what constitutes improvement, of course. And the people who need to
be improved are treated as children—for whom the donor, naturally, gets to decide what is
best.
Kolbert describes how this form of giving becomes exploitation. We might add: not just
exploitation, but elite-driven, highly self-interested social engineering. We see these
characteristics on brilliant display in the philanthropy behind the modern LGBT movement.
The gay-rights movements and organizations that emerged during America’s sexual
revolution in the 1960s bear little resemblance to the behemoth LGBT NGO juggernauts
operating today. What started out as grassroots support for the legal and social acceptance
of same-sex relations has turned into an effort at full-blown social transformation, with the
addition of a fetish of adult men, known as transsexualism, to the LGB human-rights
rainbow banner. Along with the rebranding of transsexualism as transgenderism, this
movement has also successfully colonized and utilized disorders of sexual development,
otherwise known as intersex conditions to drive its agenda. We have come a long way from
Stonewall.
Perhaps the most insidious idea to be advanced under the LGBT banner today is the
amorphous concept of “gender identity.” Gender identity refers to the way people see
themselves with respect to socially constructed sex-role stereotypes. But is not just a
descriptive term; it is also prescriptive—one has the right, according to advocates, to force
others to recognize one’s chosen identity. And one has the right to change one’s body
medically so that it better maps on to one’s gender identity. Given that the pharmaceutical
lobby is the largest in Congress, and given that some of the most important philanthropists
behind the modern LGBT movement have close ties to Big Pharma, this medical component
is important to note.
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“Gender identity” and “transgender” ideology emerged on the Western cultural landscape
not more than a decade ago, but they have spread across the globe with the speed and
ferocity of the SARS COVID pandemic—and they have created nearly as much havoc. Yet
the massive concomitant changes we have already seen in language, law, medical and
crime statistics, women’s safety zones, sports, accomplishments and educational
opportunities, the medicalization of healthy children’s bodies, and K–12 curricula have not
been driven by grassroots enthusiasm. Quite the contrary. They have been driven by the
philanthropic funding provided by billionaires who are themselves invested in this radical
ideology’s greatest beneficiaries: Big Pharma. Many of the most important philanthropists
behind the transgender and gender-identity movements stand to make huge profits from
body dissociation and the commoditization of human sex into medical identities.
Take Martine Rothblatt, a self-described transsexual and transhumanist who was the first
individual to create a legal document supporting the idea that feelings of dissociation from
our sexed bodies is normal. This legal document, later to become the International Gender
Bill of Rights, legally normalizes body dissociation. Rothblatt later went on to become the
top earning CEO in the biopharmaceutical industry, using his money and influence to
promote the ideology and normalization of transgenderism. He believes that sexual
dimorphism is morally equivalent to South African apartheid and must be dismantled.
Jennifer Pritzker, along with his family, one of the wealthiest in the United States, has
poured huge sums of money into American institutions in order to advance the concept of
body dissociation under the euphemism of “gender identity.” The Pritzker family has made
vast investments in the medical industrial complex.
In 2000, another billionaire, Jon Stryker, heir to a multi-billion-dollar medical corporation,
created another mammoth LGBT NGO, the Arcus Foundation. Stryker created such a global
goliath of philanthropic funding with the stocks from his medical corporation that he had to
create another organization to keep track of it all. In 2006 Arcus funded the creation of
MAP, or Movement Advancement Project, to track the complex system of advocacy and
funding that had already developed as a way of insinuating gender identity and transgender
ideology into the culture.
Arcus deploys millions of philanthropic dollars each year to filter gender identity and
transgender ideology into American law through their training of leaders in political
activism, political leadership, transgender law, religious liberty, education, and civil rights.
Some of its favored organizations include the Victory Fund, the Center for American
Progress, the ACLU the Council for Global Equality, the Transgender Law Center, Trans
Justice Funding Project, OutRight Action International, Human Rights Watch, the United
Nations, Amnesty International, and GLSEN. In fact, Arcus is recorded to have given more
than $58.4 million to programs and organizations doing LGBT-related work between 2007
and 2010 alone (it is far more than that now), making it the largest LGBT funder in the
world. Jon Stryker gave over $30 million to the foundation himself in that period, through
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his stock in Stryker Medical Corporation.
Translation: A medical corporation with a vested interest in encouraging people to identify
as transgender is directly funneling money and assets to its philanthropic foundation so
that the foundation will do that encouraging on its behalf, thereby bringing more money
and more clients (for life) to that corporation.
Arcus has funneled millions into other philanthropy organizations, such as Tides, Proteus
and Borealis. There is no way to track whether these organizations are using Arcus money
for the purpose of normalizing transgenderism, but one might surmise that the cause so
dear to Arcus’s heart is not entirely ignored.
Along with the Pritzker family, Arcus has sent hundreds of thousands of dollars to colleges
and universities, including Columbia, Yale, Vanderbilt, the University of Chicago, the
University of Southern California, the University of Washington, and many others. Arcus
grants have gone to black coalitions in the U.S. and Africa, Latino organizations, Native
American organizations, youth and teen organizations, the military, and Public Broadcasting
Radio. Millions have been given to lesbian organizations, including in Africa, with the lion’s
share going to Astrea Foundation for a special focus on its trans fund. Arcus funds sports
organizations such as Athlete Alley and Youth Can Play. Hundreds of thousands have gone
to Planned Parenthood. Arcus has made a significant grant to Johanna Olson-Kennedy, a
dubious character in the transgender arena. The foundation has funded prison projects and
immigration organizations with a focus on normalizing transgenderism in children. Arcus
funds religious organizations across the world.
In 2015, together with the Novo Foundation, a philanthropic NGO run by Peter Buffet (son
of Warren, who helped launch the project with a $90 million gift), Arcus earmarked $20
million for transgender causes specifically. In 2018 Arcus funded the Council For Global
Equality, a coalition of 30 U.S. groups advocating for inclusion of LGBT issues in foreign
affairs and development policies.
Whew. This is no small operation! And every Arcus grant is contingent upon the recipient’s
affirmation of “diversity and inclusion policies”—policies that, of course, very much include
the affirmation of gender-identity ideology and transgenderism.
Many more philanthropic actors are working to prop up the transgender and genderidentity movements, including Tim Gill and his Gill Foundation and George Soros and his
Open Society Foundation. Like Martine Rothblatt, Jennifer Pritzker, and Jon Stryker, Gill,
who is heavily invested in artificial intelligence, and Soros, who has broad investments in
Big Pharma, stand to benefit financially from the demand for altered bodies and brains that
they hope is the fruit of their philanthropic activity.
It is striking that this conflict of interest has been so little discussed. Even the American
Psychological Association (APA), the leading scientific and professional organization
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representing psychology in the United States, with more than 118,000 members, is funded
by Arcus philanthropy. In 2005 the APA created INET, to help member psychological
organizations improve the well-being of sexual orientation and “gender diverse people.”
Prior to the addition of gender identity and the arrival of Arcus money, the APA INET was
solely focused on LGB issues. In 2008 the APA created the Task Force On Gender Identity
and Gender Variance, and in 2015 it developed guidelines to assist psychologists in the
provision of culturally competent, developmentally appropriate, and trans-affirmative
psychological practice with “transgender” and “gender non-conforming” people.
Psychologists were “encouraged“ to modify their understanding of gender, broadening the
range of variation viewed as healthy and normative.
Can democracy withstand such philanthropy-driven “encouragement”? Can there be
genuine democracy when, via the taxpayer-subsidized fig leaf of philanthropy, billionaires
can so quickly and easily dismantle the reality of biological sex by suborning charities,
politicians, researchers, and professional associations? We are in the midst of finding out.
Jennifer Bilek is an investigative journalist, artist, and concerned citizen. She has been
following the money behind the transgender agenda for six years. She blogs at the 11th
Hour.
https://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/how-lgbt-nonprofits-and-their-billionaire-patrons-arereshaping-the-world/

The ‘DARVO’ Tactics of the Men’s Rights Activism Behind Transgenderism
May 30, 2020 Jennifer Bilek
Trans Rights Activists are just Men’s Rights Activists using the tactics of ‘DARVO’: Deny,
Attack, Reverse Victim and Offender.
We need to disavow ourselves of the idea that “transgenderism” is anything but a men’s
rights activist (MRA) agenda using tools of manipulation to present themselves as victims.
All the rights being openly fought for by TRAs are men’s rights to violate women’s rights
and bodily integrity.
Men in women’s safe spaces and jails.
Men in women’s sports.
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The erasure of females in language, including when it is language pertaining to our specific
biology (even male-identifying women are made invisible behind beards and are virtually
silent in society).
Men taking women’s scholarships in women’s universities.
Men taking women’s positions in women’s colleges.
Men taking women’s awards and accomplishments.
Men’s sexual and violent crimes being registered as female crimes, including pedophilia.
Men bullying, slandering, doxing, and getting women fired for calling out their massive
gaslighting MRA campaign without any accountability.
Men not only speaking over women, or for women, but now speaking as women.
Men violating the physical integrity of female biology via technology.
In a very rapid and strange turn of events, this has all been promoted as social progress
over the past decade.
There is an acronym designated specifically for this kind of abuse. It’s called DARVO. It
refers to a reaction some perpetrators of wrong-doing, particularly sexual offenders,
display in response to being held accountable for their behavior. It stands for Deny, Attack,
and Reverse Victim and Offender. They deny their abuse, attack the victim in a way that
creates a sense in the victim that they are the actual perpetrators. In short, it is gaslighting.
DENY
“Trans” rights activists have been screaming “transphobia” for six years now at anyone who
doesn’t conform to the dictates of their agenda. This is classic DARVO gaslighting because
the entire construct of “Trans” is a pathological fear of and an attempt to control biological
reality. “Transgenderism” is the biophobic response to women’s ability to gestate and
nurture new life in the species. Women exemplify the natural world.
“Transphobia” as it relates to individuals is non-existent because “trans” is a mythical
ideology birthed in the bowels of technology and pharma. Without those elements,
“transgenderism” does not exist in humans. It was constructed by sexist male doctors who
objectified women. It is driven by men in the highest echelons of the tech and pharma
industries. These men are posing as liberal do-gooders and hiding behind massively wealthy
LGBT NGOs with seemingly unlimited power to reconstruct language, law, institutions, and
reality – a reality without women, without sexual dimorphism. The state is deconstructing
sex and wearing a rainbow flag while they do it and they are doing so for profit. This
atrocity calling itself a civil rights movement is being deeply embedded in the marketplace,
commodifying human sex as it breaches its boundaries and deconstructs it.
Science journals, universities, K-12 schools, religious organizations, journalists, teachers,
politicians, governmental organizations, banks and corporations are all contorting
themselves to adapt to this dystopian, mechanical ideology that is deconstructing sexual
dimorphism and with it, women, via the threat of financial and social ruin.
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Laws are being drafted and passed to support the changing or omission of sex on birth
certificates, passports and driver’s licenses. Language is being changed throughout the
culture that erase females, including by organizations specific to the care of our biology.
Women purportedly no longer menstruate, “people” menstruate. Women no longer get
pregnant, but “people” get pregnant. Couples where “men” are pregnant and their baby
mommies have penises are flaunted in mainstream media as some sort of progressivism,
while young women who’ve had voluntary double mastectomies of their healthy breasts
are rolled out as beacons of the self-empowered. Children are being taught in grade schools
they can be the opposite sex or no sex at all. People with disorders of sexual development
are being used as political pawns to support this pharma/tech agenda of deconstructing
sex.
ATTACK, REVERSE VICTIM AND OFFENDER
We have gone very rapidly from the narrative of the poor dysphoric person trapped in the
wrong body, to an enlightened lifestyle choice of using your body as a canvas of expression
for the multiplicity of sex – the concept of sex as a spectrum. This is not progress. This is the
same pathological need to control women men have exhibited over thousands of years,
usually behind the robes of religion and now behind the scalpel of the medical industrial
complex. Where once there were witches, women who healed & oversaw births, now there
are TERFs. Any woman who dares to step forward and name this DARVO agenda for what it
is, this male entitlement to women’s reproductive capacities, is being framed as aggressive,
fearsome, loathsome, bigoted, hateful and in need of male tempering and control, when
these men are the ones driving the financial threat and power to name and rearrange
society – a society where women are being made invisible – while their MRA minions carry
baseball bats wrapped in barbed wire and a “trans” flag. These are DARVO tactics on a
global scale. Women are not the offenders. This is men’s rights activism on steroids.
Sex is not a spectrum. There are two sexes that procreate to further the human species.
Only females menstruate, gestate and give birth. We alone breast feed the young of our
species and our biology is being robbed right from under us.
How Did This DARVO Agenda Take Root?
When the man at the very heart of the “transgender” project, Martine Rothblatt, who
authored the first document to give legal structure to the lie of “transsexualism” (now
rebranded by pharma and tech as “transgenderism”) believes that human sexual
dimorphism is tantamount to South African apartheid we need to take a strong look at who
is abusing who here. Who are the real victims in the “transgender” agenda?
Rothblatt has been involved in the deepest recesses of technology, his entire adult life. He
created GeoStar and WorldSpace after working for NASA at their tracking station, and is cofounder of Sirius XM radio. He had his hand in the human genome project at the UN level
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and was CEO of a major biotechnology corporation which he founded. He has a pig farm for
harvesting animal organs for transplants into humans, so we might live forever with our
parts being repeatedly replaced and owns a 3D organ printing corporation.
Rothblatt identified as transsexual before it was popular and had a rebranding. He has
written extensively on the idea that we need to overhaul our system of labelling people as
either male or female based only on their genitalia. He also identifies as transhuman and
believes that transsexualism is the on-ramp to transhumanism. After being introduced to
Kurzweil’s Singularity, he created his own transhumanist religion called Teresam. Rothblatt
has also created a robot of his wife, Bina. The robot, Bina48 has his wife’s features, and
purportedly has his wife Bina’s consciousness, which Rothblatt “installed.” When Bina
speaks, it is Rothblatt pulling the tech strings and it is his intentions to download “Bina’s
consciousness” into cyberspace one day. Did I mention that Bina is a black woman and
Rothblatt is not black? That’s an entire issue unto itself.
So let’s recap: In less than 30 years since Rothblatt authored the first document to create a
legal fiction that humans can change sex, he has written extensively about deconstructing
sex, has literally worked very hard toward that end on the gene front as well as the
“transgender” front, normalizing body dissociation within the culture, built a robot of his
wife and added “her” consciousness to it, we are now facing a society that is claiming that
sexual dimorphism is not real. Women are being erased in language specifically pertaining
to our biological reproduction capacities, research on womb and uterus transplants for men
(I wonder where those will come from!) is underway and fully sexually intact males can
have anything they want, including the right to erase women from language and law. They
have the right to have us call our male assailant a “she” in a court of law, along with other
biological males who pretend to be females. They can take our sports and awards, encroach
on our rights to physical safety, speak as us and have the entire populace jumping through
hoops not to offend this purportedly tiny, marginalized subset of the population that no
longer even has dysphoria, but simply “feels” like another sex of many.
We are dealing with a dangerous agenda. Movement is not the right word for what is
happening here. Calling it a movement is more DARVO tactics. There are rich, powerful men
driving this technological, biophobic, gaslighting, program across the globe and we are the
victims. All of us are the victims. The tech gods have spoken and the sacrifice they want is
your humanity – literally your physical sex. Are you going to give it to them without a fight?
Jennifer Bilek publishes regularly on her blog The 11th Hour.
https://uncommongroundmedia.com/darvo-tactics-mens-rights-activism-transgenderism/
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